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Abstract
Colloidal particulate deposition affects the performance of industrial equipment,
reverse osmosis membranes and sub-surface contaminant transport. Nuclear magnetic
reso-nance (NMR) techniques, i.e. diffusion, diffraction and velocity imaging, are
used to study the effect deposited colloidal particulate have on the fluid dynamics of
water inside a model porous medium. Specially prepared oil-filled hard-sphere
particles allow monitoring of par-ticulate accumulation via NMR spectroscopy.
Evidence of preferential spatial deposition is observed after the initial colloidal
particulate deposition. Loss of spatial homogeneity is observed through NMR
diffraction, while observations of the probability distributions of dis-placement
(propagators) indicate the formation of back-bone type flow. This paper presents
unique dynamic NMR data for the non-invasive non-destructive investigation of fluid
trans-port in opaque porous media experiencing colloidal deposition.
Keywords NMR · Porous media · Colloid · Filtration · Hydrodynamic dispersion
1. Introduction
The study of flow through porous media is a rich field encompassing many
phenomena of interest in natural and technological settings (Sahimi 1993; Johnson et
al. 1996; Berkowitz and Ewing 1998; Prat 2002). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
is a powerful non-invasive

tool for the investigation of fluid transport in porous media (Seymour and Callaghan 1997),
and has been used extensively to study structural and flow properties inside porous media
(Song et al. 2008; Gladden and Mitchell 2011; Codd and Seymour 2012). In this study, NMR
is used to investigate the effect that colloidal particle deposition has on the flow properties
inside a porous medium. Colloidal transport and fouling in porous media is important in a
myriad of contexts including reduced efficiency of industrial equipment, e.g. heat exchangers
(Schwarz 2001), fouling of reverse-osmosis membranes (Yiantsios et al. 2005) and subsurface contaminant transport (Kersting et al. 1999; Kretzschmar et al. 1999). In general
colloidal fouling initiates with single particle deposition onto clean porous media surfaces,
with further particle accumulation potentially leading to fluid flow-field alteration and pore
blockage. As particle deposition is a dynamic process dependent on multiple parameters,
e.g. porous media geometry, flow-field and solution/surface chemistry (Henry et al. 2012), it
exhibits variable kinetics. Generally the initial stage of deposition occurs at a constant rate
(Johnson and Elimelech 1995), while in latter stages significant variations in rate may occur
as particles accumulate within the porous medium. As the colloids deposit on the porous
media surface an energy barrier may form due to particle–particle repulsion which inhibits
subsequent deposition (Song and Elimelech 1993). In the presence of this barrier, colloids
may still deposit due to surface charge heterogeneity and roughness, straining of colloids due
to pore constrictions and flow stagnation zones where colloids are retained (Johnson et al.
2010).
In this study the non-invasive ability of NMR to spectrally resolve chemical species
within opaque porous media is used to study the impact of particulate deposition on the
hydrodynamic flow field inside a porous medium consisting of mono-disperse polystyrene
spheres of radius as = 120 µm in a 10 mm inside diameter (i.d.) liquid chromatography
column. While NMR techniques have been used in porous media research to measure water
velocity, grain size, porosity, liquid-phase distributions, transport mechanisms and reactive
transport (Werth et al. 2010), only a limited number of NMR studies have investigated the
effect of colloidal particle transport and deposition inside porous media using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and diffusion techniques (Creber et al. 2009; Brosten et al 2010;
Rieger et al. 2012). In the current work the effect of colloidal deposition on the solute
(water) fluid dynamics is explicitly investigated by a combination of MRI and NMR diffusion
techniques. This is achieved by loading the porous media with 20 mL aliquots of 10 wt%
hard-sphere colloidal particulate (radius, a = 1.25±0.46 µm) solutions. Pulsed field gradient
(PFG) NMR techniques (Callaghan 1991) are used to characterize the flow of water through
the medium before and after deposition. To observe the steady state dynamics, the porous
medium was flushed for an hour with de-ionized water before any NMR experiments are
performed. A particular strength in using PFG–NMR techniques is the ability to measure the
local dispersion free of entrance and exit effects (Seymour and Callaghan 1997) allowing for
no assumption regarding the governing mass transport equations inherent in break-through
curve type methods (Ryan and Elimelech 1996; Levy and Berkowitz 2003). Much previous
research on colloidal flow through porous media has involved measuring tracer break-through
type curves (Johnson et al. 1996) which are used to infer the porous medium dynamics. The
degree of deposition is typically inferred from these break-through curves. The measurement
of local concentration is conducted using invasive destructive sampling or using specially
prepared geometrical arrangements, e.g. ‘2D’ porous medium where the depth is a fraction of
the length and width to allow the use of optical techniques (Werth et al. 2010). This motivates
an interest in techniques such as NMR which are inherently non-invasive, non-destructive and
allow the use of 3D porous media to investigate the effect of colloidal deposition on internal
hydrodynamics. Bear (1972) discussed methods of monitoring hydrodynamic dispersion

within porous media and stated: “an “ideal tracer” is one that is inert with respect to its
liquid and solid surroundings, and which does not affect the liquid’s properties, nor should
it interfere with the viscosity or density of the liquid.” These criteria are well satisfied by
dynamic NMR techniques.

2 Hydrodynamic Dispersion in Porous Media
The non-steady, irreversible spreading of flowing fluid molecules within a porous medium
is known as hydrodynamic dispersion (Scheidegger 1959; Saffman 1959). It is the process
in which a mass of solute at time t = 0, within the flow domain, spreads and occupies an
ever-increasing volume of the porous medium as time increases t > 0; it is governed by both
mechanical (convective) dispersion and molecular diffusion. Many reviews of the subject
matter exist (e.g. (Saffman 1959; Bear 1972; Salles et al. 1993; Berkowitz ety al 2006)) and
only a brief overview of relevant topics to interpret results in this paper will be presented.
The dispersion of a fluid in a porous media indicates the degree of interconnectivity of the
pore space and provides insight into the morphological characteristics of the porous medium
(Codd and Seymour 2012). A useful dimensionless number to characterize dispersion in
porous media is the Péclet number (Pe) which is the ratio of convective to diffusive force and
can be written (Seymour and Callaghan 1997):
Pe =
where


l=

vl
,
D0

ϕliq
1 − ϕliq

(1a)


dp ,

(1b)

where v is the fluid’s mean interstitial velocity through the system in the axial direction, l
is the characteristic pore length scale of the system, ϕliq is the liquid volume fraction, dp is
the porous media particle diameter, and D0 is the self diffusion coefficient of the fluid.
Dispersion in porous media may be divided into mechanical, Taylor and hold-up dispersion (Salles et al. 1993). Mechanical dispersion occurs due to the bifurcation of streamlines
producing a stochastic velocity field which promotes a purely hydrodynamic mixing, i.e. independent of molecular diffusion (Saffman 1959). While mechanical dispersion dominates at
high Pe; it, however, is never the only dispersion process since Saffman (1959) showed that
even at very high Pe the other dispersion processes (mainly Taylor dispersion) still contribute
to the overall dispersion. Taylor dispersion (Taylor 1953; Salles et al. 1993) is the process of
fluid motion across streamlines due to Brownian motion. Hold-up dispersion occurs when
fluid elements within the porous media are stagnant, and the only process of molecules entering or leaving the fluid element is due to molecular diffusion. Generally hold-up dispersion
is a negligible contributor to dispersion compared with Taylor and mechanical dispersion;
the exception being in porous media where a large proportion of fluid is trapped in dead
end pores in the porous media. In the region of Pe number from approximately 100 to 1,000
the above processes have been seen to combine with a power law scaling as Peα , where α
describes the degree to which each process dominates the others (Salles et al. 1993; Seymour
and Callaghan 1997; Bijeljic and Blunt 2007).
Generally the NMR experiments in this study are limited to the long time limit of colloidal
deposition, as the times at which experiments are obtained are much greater than the transient ‘clean-bed removal’ filtration phase (Ryan and Elimelech 1996). Therefore, the rate of

colloidal attachment and flow has equilibrated, so that the solute and colloid dynamics can
be assumed to be steady state. This was experimentally verified by reproducing experiments
at different time intervals (24–36 h later). These indicated negligible change in the amount
of deposited colloids and no difference in the observed hydrodynamics.
3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
3.1 Dynamic NMR Transport Measurement
NMR can be used to obtain information about the molecular motion of particular chemical
species within a sample non-destructively. The most common and useful method is PFG
NMR. If the translational motion of a nucleus has a time dependent displacement of r(t),
then the self-motion of a nuclear spin i is described by the conditional probability Pi (r|r , t)
that a nuclear spin originally at r will move to r over time t. A basic PFG experiment is the
pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) sequence shown in Fig. 1a. In this sequence, a magnetic
field gradient pulse g of duration δ, initially imparts a spatially dependent phase shift ϕ(r)
on the nuclear spins:
ϕ(r) = γ δg · r
(2)

Fig. 1 a Basic pulsed gradient spin echo (PGSE) pulse sequence, or timing diagram, to measure spin displacement. Time  is the displacement measurement time, δ and g are the duration and magnitude of the
pulsed field gradients. NMR parameters: SW = 50 kHz, acquisition size = 512 pts, q-pts = 128, gmax varied
with , NAvg = 8, TR = 2 s, Texp = 35 min. b Basic slice selective spin echo imaging pulse sequence with
magnetic field gradient for displacement measurement. NMR parameters: SW = 100 kHz, 256 × 256 pixels
for images, 128 × 128 pixels for velocity maps, Techo = 26 ms, NAvg = 16, TR = 2 s, Texp = 2 h 16 min,
FOV = 11 mm,  = 20 ms, g = 0.1 T/m, δ = 1 ms, z = 1 mm (for velocity maps)

After a time delay , the observation time, the spins will have migrated to r , and a second
equal but oppositely orientated gradient pulse is applied to the system. The net phase shift
imposed on the spins by the pair of gradient pulses is
ϕ(r) = γ δg · (r − r)

(3)

For the case of stationary spins, a perfectly refocused echo occurs. In the case of motion,
there is a net phase shift in the echo, which is a product of the dynamic displacement (r − r)
and the wave vector γ δg. The normalized echo signal that is acquired following this second
gradient pulse has the form:


S(g, δ, ) = ρ(r) Pi (r|r , )exp[iγ δg · (r − r)]dr dr,
(4)
where ρ(r) is the initial spin density of the sample. As negligible motion is assumed to occur
during gradient phasing the so-called narrow pulse approximation (δ  ) is normally used.
Introducing a dynamic
displacement R = r –r and taking the ensemble average over all spins

initial density, ρ(r)Pi (r|r , )dr yields the averaged propagator P(R, ) (Callaghan 1991,
2011).
δg
Introducing the concept of a reciprocal displacement q-space vector q = γ2π
, we can now
write,

S(q, ) =
P(R, )exp[iγ δq · R]dR.
(5)
This equation shows that the averaged propagator P(R, ) is obtained from a Fourier transform of the detected NMR signal S(q, ) with respect to q.
3.1.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on the fact that the Larmor frequency (ω) at
which isochromats, i.e. spins which experience the same magnetic field, precess depends on
the total magnetic field strength felt at a particular location r which is the sum of the applied
magnetic field B0 and the linear magnetic field gradient, G = dB
dr ,
ω(r) = γ (B0 + G · r).

(6)

For a volume element (dV) at position r with a spin density ρ(r), the observed signal dS is
given by
dS(G, t) = ρ(r)dV exp[iγ (B0 + G · r)].

(7)

This NMR signal is heterodyned with a reference frequency of γ B0 , leading to a signal that
oscillates at γ G · r Integration of the signal over the sample volume obtains (Callaghan 1991)

S(t) =
ρ(r)exp[iγ G · rt]dr.
(8)
Introducing the Fourier reciprocal space vector to spin position k =
rewrite Eq. 8 as

S(k) =
ρ(r)exp[i2πk · r]dr,

γ Gt
2π ,

it is possible to

(9)

which has the Fourier conjugate

ρ(r) =

S(k)exp[−i2πk · r]dk.

(10)

The Fourier relationship shown in Eq. 10 is at the heart of MRI, because the experimental
information of interest is the spatial spin density ρ(r) which is obtained by traversing kspace using applied magnetic field gradients to obtain S(k). Combining q-space with MRI
methods generates spatial maps of velocity where each pixel has dynamic q-space information
(Fig. 1b).
3.2 NMR Diffraction
Diffraction patterns form in q-space NMR measurements when the length scale of spin displacements and the gradient wavelength q−1 are equivalent (Callaghan et al. 1991; Callaghan
et al. 1999). Whether diffraction effects occur depends on the spatial homogeneity of the sample, i.e. enough molecules must experience the same displacement behaviour over a certain
displacement time. The displacement length and time scale that correspond to diffraction
characterize the structure of the sample through molecular diffusion (Callaghan et al. 1991;
Latour et al. 1993; Sen et al. 1994; Callaghan et al. 1999) or flow and hydrodynamic dispersion (Seymour and Callaghan 1996; Codd and Seymour 2012). In the current work a distinct
NMR diffraction pattern is detected which corresponds to the displacement necessary for
molecules to sample the rigid boundaries of the spherical packing medium by flow and
dispersion. How geometrical restriction influences Brownian dynamics and the consequent
signal attenuation has been reviewed by Grebenkov (2007), and is thoroughly discussed by
Callaghan (2011).

4 Materials and Methods
A 10-mm i.d. and 50-mm length liquid chromatography (LC) column (Omnifit , Diba Industries, USA) with mesh grids at the entrance and exit was filled with 240 µm diameter monodisperse spheres (Duke Scientific , Thermo Scientific, USA) with a length from entrance to
exit of 30 mm or 125 sphere diameters. MRIs of these clean bead packs (CBP) filled with
DI water can be seen in Fig. 2 for different NMR image slice thicknesses (z = 0.3, 1.0
and 5.0 mm) through the middle of the column. An important characteristic of this porous
medium is the ordering that occurs close to the wall due to the monodisperse spheres.
The bead pack was connected to a high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) pump
(Pharmacia P-500, Pharmacia, Sweden) and a syringe pump (KDS270, KD Scientific,
USA) via a T-connector at the inlet and to an effluent reservoir at the outlet located above
the NMR system. The experimental procedure involved initial characterization of the flow
transport through the bead pack by flowing DI water and using PGSE NMR techniques
to measure velocity maps, propagators and diffraction, see Fig. 1 for NMR pulse timing
sequences.
Then 20 mL of 10 vol% colloidal dispersions were added to the flow loop via the syringe
pump. The particles are 1.25 ± 0.46 µm core shell particles with hard PMMA shells and
liquid hexadecane oil core stabilized by polyvinyl alcohol (Loxley and Vincent 1998). These
particles have previously received considerable attention in the NMR literature (Wassenius
et al. 2003; Wassenius and Callaghan 2004, 2005; Brown et al. 2007, 2009; Brosten et al
2010; Fridjonsson et al. 2011; Evertz et al. 2012). During the infusion step, the flow rates of
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Fig. 2 MRI images, in-plane spatial resolution of 43 µm/pixel, of clean bead pack (CBP) with different slice
thickness z = 0.3 mm (a), 1.0 mm (b) and 5.0 mm (c). Note the structuring close to the wall as z increases.
Higher intensity signal corresponds to higher water content while the polystyrene beads provide no signal
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the HPLC and syringe pumps were 60 and 30 mL/h, respectively, while at all other times the
HPLC and syringe pump flow rates were, respectively, 200 and 0 mL/h. After the colloids
had entered the bead pack, the HPLC pump flowed DI water through the system for 1 h at
200 mL/h, so that a steady state of particle deposition could be achieved. This infusion of
colloidal dispersion was repeated three times, with the same series of experiments conducted
after each infusion. To verify that the system was steady state after each infusion, experiments
conducted at the beginning of an experimental series were repeated at the end of each series
(24–36 h later); these indicated no change in the hydrodynamics over time. The different
states of the porous medium with respect to colloidal deposition are designated prior to
colloidal infusion: CBP, after the first infusion of colloidal dispersion (CS1) and after the
second infusion of colloidal dispersion (CS2). The frequency resolved NMR spectra in which
the suspending phase water protons have a different resonance frequency than the hexadecane
protons in the colloidal particles is shown in Fig. 3. The frequency is given in parts per million
(ppm) of the 300 MHz water resonance frequency for our NMR system referenced to the
water peak. The CBP only has a water peak at 0 ppm, and the oil peak at 4 ppm is seen to grow
with the colloid infusions. Based on the ratio of the oil and water NMR signals, and relative
signal contribution of colloids compared with water, the particle deposition was 0.9±0.3 and
1.7 ± 0.2 vol%, respectively, for CS1 and CS2. To verify that colloids had been deposited,

the propagators at Q = 200 mL/h were probed for a water and oil signals. The oil signal had
only a single peak at q = 0 indicating no motion of the colloids as expected for steady state
after deposition. The water signal was spread along the q-axis relative to the distribution of
displacements present. The amount of colloids changed negligibly when experiments were
reproduced 24–36 h later for the same amount of colloidal input (e.g. CS1 and CS2). Further
infusion of colloids (i.e. CS3) showed negligible change with results observed from CS2.
The porosity of the CBP was determined both gravimetrically and through NMR analysis to
be φliq = 0.43 leading to Pe = 145 (using Eq. 1) for the experiments conducted in this work.
All NMR experiments were performed using a Bruker AVANCE300 7 Tesla superconducting
magnet (Bruker, Germany) equipped with a 30 mm internal diameter Micro2.5 Probe (Bruker,
Germany) with a maximum gradient (gmax ) of 1.5 T/m at 60 amps.

5 Results and Discussion
The long range order of the model porous medium structure is shown in Fig. 2; as the MRI
spatial averaging over the column length, or slice thickness (z) is increased from 0.3 to
1.0 to 5.0 mm for fixed in plane resolution 43 µm/pixel. At the smallest slice thickness
(z = 0.3 mm ∼dp = 240 µm), individual spheres are visible, while the averaging effect of
increased slice thickness causes a loss of contrast between liquid and solid as slice thickness
increases, averaging over multiple particles and pores. At the largest slice thickness (z =
5.0 mm), structural ordering over ∼20 pore lengths due to wall proximity is evident. The
ordering decays with distance from the wall. Figure 4 shows velocity-encoded MRIs (Velocity
maps) of water flowing at a superficial velocity of 0.7 mm/s through the model porous medium
before infusion (CBP), after first infusion of colloidal suspension (CS1) and after second
infusion of colloidal suspension (CS2). The velocity maps indicate a fairly uniform average
velocity field vz  = 1.7 mm/s, mapped as red, and a higher incidence of above average
velocity shown in yellow close to the wall. This is caused by the structural ordering of the
bead pack near the wall allowing flow channel formation. The effect of colloidal particle
deposition is manifested in the growth of stagnant flow regions, this is visible on velocity
maps as growth of dark regions. A clear example is highlighted by the white box in the lower
right quadrant of the images. This growth in heterogeneity generates growth in standard
deviation across the velocity maps, which increases by 12 % for CS1 and 16 % for CS2 when
compared with the standard deviation of CBP. This is contrasted with the mean velocities
Cleann bead pacck (CBP)

After 1st infusionn (CS1)

After 2nd infusion (CS2)

8

mm/s

0
Fig. 4 Shows the velocity maps, with in-plane spatial resolution of 86 µm/pixel, for DI Water flowing at
200 mL/h through a clean bead pack (CBP), same bead pack after 1st infusion of colloidal particles (CS1)
and 2nd infusion (CS2). Velocity scale is indicated by color bar for velocities of 0–8 mm/s. Slice thickness
z = 1.0 mm

which are within 1 % error of each other indicating negligible change in the total porosity of
the porous medium after depositions (CS1 and CS2).
As stated previously, the presence of stagnant (non-flowing) colloidal particles within
the porous medium was verified from analysis of the spectrally resolved q-space propagator
experiments. These indicated that the oil signal propagator was centred at z = 0 indicating
stagnant particles. The frequency spectrum for q = 0, no motion sensitivity (Fig. 3), shows
the growth of the oil peak as function of infusion of colloidal solution through the bead pack.
The increase in oil signal peak indicates the colloidal particle accumulation inside the bead
pack after the second infusion of colloidal particles compared with the first infusion. The
integral under the oil peak indicates the relative quantity of colloidal particulates that have
deposited within the porous medium.
The effect of the particle deposition on the transport dynamics inside the porous medium is
directly characterized by measurement of the probability distributions of axial displacement,
or propagators P(Z , ), for the water molecules at various displacement observation times.
Propagators for three displacement times,  = 100, 200 and 400 ms from 10 measured, are
plotted (see Fig. 5) which demonstrate the dynamics for the CBP, after the first (CS1) and
second infusion (CS2). The CBP propagator (dashed line) shows well understood behaviour
for a model bead pack of monodisperse beads. There is a transition from a displacement
distribution peaked near zero displacement from  = 100 ms during which the flowing
water on average samples a length l ∼ vz  = 0.17 mm of less than one pore length
(∼dp ), towards a Gaussian at longer times (Maier et al. 2000; Seymour et al. 2004). The
centroid or mean of the propagator at  = 200 ms is shifting towards the mean displacement
l ∼ vz  = 0.34 mm and has a peak near the pore length scale due to the ordered
pore structure generated by the monodisperse beads. By  = 400 ms the propagator is
nearly Gaussian and centred at l ∼ vz  = 0.68 mm. Note the small modulations in the
amplitude of the propagator at  = 400 ms which is at a length scale related to the pore size
and is due to the diffraction effect discussed below.
The propagators for the water suspending phase after infusion (CS1 and CS2) show an
increase in both the slow (holdup) and fast (backbone) displacement components. The large
displacement tail of P(Z , ) in CS1 and CS2 becomes a larger percentage of the largest
displacement in the CBP with increasing displacement time . While the velocity maps in
Fig. 4 and the spectra in Fig. 3 show an increase in the amount of particles that have been
deposited inside the bead pack, the propagators in Fig. 5 indicate minimal changes in the
displacement dynamics between the first and second infusion of colloidal particles. This
indicates that after the first deposition has occurred the heterogeneity of the porous medium
has increased; however, during the second infusion the colloidal particles may preferentially
accumulate in similar regions, causing a minimal change in the transport dynamics through
the bead pack. This effect is due to particle straining in deep bed filtration forming preferential
flow pathways (Maroudas and Eisenklam 1965; Tien and Payatakes 1979; Zamani and Maini
2009).
The axial dispersion coefficients (D ∗ ) obtained by measuring the variance of each propaga2
tor and dividing this by the observation time ()D∗ = z2 are shown in Fig. 6, alternatively
low-q data can be directly measured to obtain D ∗ (Seymour and Callaghan 1997). The preasymptotic longitudinal dispersion is observed to increase with time (Codd and Seymour
2012; Scheven et al. 2007) for the clean and colloid impacted systems. There is an increase
in dispersion from the CBP to the bead packs after infusion of colloidal particulates (CS1
and CS2) representative of the holdup and long tails of the displacements. An interesting
effect of this analysis is that for the CBP there is an oscillation in the dispersion coefficient
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Fig. 5 Shows the axial propagator results for DI water flowing through the bead pack at 200 mL/h for
clean bead pack (CBP), after 1st infusion of colloids (CS1) and after the 2nd infusion of colloids (CS2) for
displacement observation times  of a 100 ms, b 200 ms and c 400 ms. Note that only propagators for the
NMR signal from the water peak is shown, the particulates are stationary (q = 0) during these experiments

as function of observation time appearing to correspond with the homogeneity of the pore
structure (Codd and Seymour 2012). To further correlate the structural evolution of the porous
media and the transport dynamics, the diffraction pattern in the q-space data was examined
(Callaghan et al. 1999; Codd and Seymour 2012). For the flow of water through the CBP
and through the same bead pack after the first infusion of colloidal suspension (CS1), the
diffraction peak becomes less pronounced after the deposition of colloidal particles due to
loss in pore structural homogeneity across the pore space in the porous medium, Fig. 7.
Since q-points are reciprocal to distance (m−1 ), we compare the length scales at which the
q-space data for the CBP deviate from the data after first (CS1) and second (CS2) infusion
of colloidal suspensions for  = 200 ms. This shows that after a significant change from
the CBP to the bead pack after the first infusion, there is less pronounced change as more
particles accumulate inside the bead pack. All four curves are similar for q < 1, 000, indicative of the coarse grained displacement dynamics reflected in Fig. 6. At shorter
displacement
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length scales, there is a significant difference between the dynamics in the porous medium.
The diffraction minima at q ∼ l −1 in the CBP is due to the high homogeneity of the pore
structure generated by the monodisperse diameter spheres (Seymour and Callaghan 1996;
Callaghan et al. 1999). The colloid deposition causes the pore structure to become more
heterogeneous as evidenced by the shallow diffraction minima. This increased pore structure
heterogeneity causes the larger displacement length tails in the propagators of Fig. 5. Johnson et al. (2007) found that wedging (wedging of colloids within grain-to-grain contacts)
was favoured by colloid : collector ratios greater than about 0.005, with this threshold ratio
increasing with the decreasing fluid velocity. Retention in flow stagnation zones (without
attachment) was demonstrated for colloid : collector ratios less than about 0.005, with this
threshold decreasing with the increasing fluid velocity. Both wedging and retention were sensitive to colloid-surface interaction forces. In the context of this work (colloid : collector ratio
of 0.01), it would be expected that particle wedging would be the dominant mechanism of
particle deposition within the porous medium under investigation. The hard-sphere colloids
are hindered from deposition onto the polystyrene spheres by the presence of the polyvinyl

alcohol (PVA) on the colloid particle surfaces being oppositely charged to macromolecules
on the polystyrene porous media grain surface. However, as argued by Johnson et al. (2011)
this is an insufficient argument to guarantee that the dominant deposition mechanism is due
to wedging.

6 Conclusions
The colloidal deposition measured using NMR presented in this study tells a consistent story
concerning the fate of colloidal particles after deposition has occurred, and the effect this
deposition has on the pore structure of the porous medium. After the initial deposition of
colloidal particles, a significant increase in pore structure heterogeneity occurs in the porous
medium. This increased pore heterogeneity causes the displacement dynamics probability to
develop a holdup dispersion peak at a displacement length of approximately one pore length
and large displacement tails which increase relative to the CBP with displacement observation
time. Additional deposition has only minimal effect on the fluid hydrodynamics. These results
are broadly consistent with previous research on deep-bed filtration. As has been seen in
recent work (Bijeljic et al. 2013a,b) on direct pore-scale simulation of dispersion on bead
pack and rock micro-CT images, the spread in voxel velocity distribution are determinants
for an increased heterogeneity, this is also convincingly demonstrated in this work. The data
demonstrate a new technical approach for the investigation of the dispersion dynamics within
porous media and clearly show the transition from normal Gaussian to anomalous transport
generated by colloidal deposition
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